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If we are doomed to be inundated by AlphaGo’s, I’d rather get wet firsthand. I’m not a
genius, but fast enough learner: I learned philosophy, politics and law, and taught myself
computer, economics and finance. Now, I want to learn machine learning, data science,
cloud computing and – hopefully – biotechnology as much as, and as fast as possible.
I want to be soaked by them. I am looking for part-time works, remote work-type but, if
you urge, can manage 4-hour meeting once every week. Companies outside Korea are
welcome.

Worked as
07/01 - Now Foreign attorney
law firms
Worked at various law firms drafting contracts, performing lawsuits, negotiating and settling other various disputes (mostly license-related) for companies,
startups and individuals. Love working on complex financial transactions,
startup financing, technology licensing and generally things that are complicated enough to pique my curiosity
01/00 - Now Odd works
lawfully.kr
Love writing books, blogging, translating (prefably Korean to English although
equally competent the way around), tutoring, and playing with computers (especially Mac and Linux) and programs

Interested in
security cloud

web

AI

IoT

Learned at

Linux

Mac

1998 - 2001 Juris Doctor

Georgetown University Law Center

1994 - 1997 MA in Political Science

Yonsei University

1985 - 1989 BA in Philosophy

Yonsei University

Skills
NegotiationCuriosity

Dispute
Blog
Resolution

Earned certifications
01/2017

AWS Certified Solutions Architect - Associate

12/2015

Attorney at law

AWS

Writing
Washington State Bar Association

Problem
Translation Solving

Earned honors & awards
2004

Asia’s Leading Lawyer in Securitization and Structured FinanceAsiaLaw

2003

Asia’s Leading Lawyer in Capital Markets

Languages
Korean
English
Chinese

AsiaLaw

Now trying Published books
Biotechnology
Cloud architecting
Machine learning

I love writing and translating books. I translated 2 books and authored 3, all in Korean. I
want to try writing in English, if opportunity arises.
파생상품 (2011) Translation of Satyajit Das’s “Traders, Guns and Money”
머니해킹 (2009)
OTL English (2008)
따라해보는 실전해킹 (1998)
밴디트 퀀 (1995) Translation of Mala Sen’s “Bandit Queen”

Curious, then read on
Law is a very fine profession if you have a curious mind. Sometimes, though, I am attracted
to domain knowledges that are beyond what is required of providing legal service. I love
learning things and playing with gadgets.
I’m not in the market for a full-time job, mind you, but I don’t mind moonlighting on things
related to computers (cloud and big data, for example), bio-things or something new like
fintech or internet-of-things.
You may also try my blogs at lawfully.kr, 15-year-old rambling and another at hyunkim.lawyer,
a new one that I plan to devote on laws and law technology and legal industry generally. I
tried but had little luck with English blog, but I will try again.
Also, I love meeting people as long as not too much flirting is required (I’m an introvert) and
there’s something new to pick up. So, contact me if you’ve got something to distract me
from whatever I’m doing right now.
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